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Experience the best of Belgium and Luxembourg with Lonely Planet. Seek out the perfect mussels

and twice-crisped frites, explore a gallery of surrealist art, cycle and hike in the Ardennes and

undertake a systematic evaluation of Belgian chocolate.Lonely Planet guides are written by experts

who get to the heart of every destination they visit. This fully updated edition is packed with

accurate, practical and honest advice, designed to give you the information you need to make the

most of your trip.In this Guide:The best drinking spots, rated and reviewed for any mood or time of

dayTop Sleeps include a royal castle, a former church and a fiberglass copy of a human body

partImmerse yourself in a local party with our Events Calendar
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Mark Elliott is best known as a travel writer and tourism consultant and he specialize in Iran's

neighbour, Azerbaijan, about which he has written three books. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

I love Lonely Planet guide books, I've travelled all over the world, and they are my go to guidebooks.

This is the first ebook that I've bought though, and I will never buy another one unless the layout is

dramatically changed. It is hopeless to navigate and find what you're after.And the maps. Really. I

don't understand why the maps can't be easily accessible. I have a kindle because I don't want to

carry printouts of maps and travel notes with me.I've used Lonely Planet PDFs on my kindle before,

and they are much much better. Actual books are by far the easiest to navigate, but I'm trying to



minimise what I carry with me.It really seems like no effort at all was made in trying to make this

ebook user friendly, and I wouldn't recommend to anybody to buy it, go with the PDFs.

Love lonely planet paper editions from many years on the road. This is my first experience with the

Kindle version. The information in the guide is good, if a bit outdated. We have been in Belgium for

a month and have mostly done our traveling as tag-alongs with friends who are Flanders natives.

They concurred with listings and highlights. The real let-down is that this book is very difficult to use

as a kindle edition since it lacks any city listing or index in the table of contents. Finding an entry,

even for for major cities like Gent or Antwerp, requires a laborious search and page through. A

serious annoyance that happened every single time we wanted to use the guide. Not sure if i would

purchase again.

Great

as listed and on time

wish it had more train related information (maps and times, at least the website), unless I missed it.

I purchased the Kindle version at first hoping not to have to lug a heavy book to Belgium. But the

Kindle version is so poorly formatted that it makes the guide almost useless. It's practically like a

long word document. Even with the 'search' function, it's hard to find things because of the

formatting.The information is still fantastic! But beware the Kindle version, and splurge for the

hardcopy.

As always, very informative and helpful!
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